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WINTER GETAWAYS IN THE SIERRAS don’t always
have to be strictly ski-centric. Powder hounds and snowsport lovers have options galore to keep themselves
amused and exhilarated as they break a sweat even in the
chilliest temps. And if you’re up for recreation that does
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not require signing a waiver, low impact activities abound.
Whether you crave high-octane adventure or prefer a
more relaxed approach to the outdoors, the mountains
offer a wealth of ways to frolic in the snow. ¶ Lake Tahoe’s
legendary clear, blue beauty draws visitors year-round,
and it’s no wonder. The 22-mile-long alpine lake has a 72mile shoreline, split between California and Nevada and
dotted with towns full of character—and almost all of the
area’s cities grant access to world-class resorts. ¶ Head a
little farther afield and you’ll find even more off-the-beaten-path adventures throughout the snowcapped Sierras.
October/November 2016
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Adjust Your Altitude
Take to the skies on a gondola ride. Embark on a skyward sojourn aboard the Cable Car at Squaw Valley (1960 Squaw Valley Road, Olympic Village) and bask in the 360-degree views of
Lake Tahoe’s snow-blanketed high alpine landscape. The aerial
tram propels passengers upwards of 2,000 vertical feet to a
mountain-top paradise called High Camp at 8,200 feet. On the
Heavenly Mountain Gondola (4080 Lake Tahoe Blvd, South
Lake Tahoe), visitors zoom 2.4 miles up a rocky, tree-covered
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incline, while catching stunning views of Desolation Wilderness, Carson Valley and a glittering Lake Tahoe. The observation deck is a perfect place to enjoy a relaxed midday picnic
or beautiful evening sunset and a network of scenic hiking
trails awaits those who crave an even closer look.

THRILL SEEKERS

NORTHSTAR
FAT TIRE
BIKES

Bicycle Built for Snow
Rent a fat tire bike and coast along an icy trail. With a frame
specifically designed to fit around wider, squishier tires,
you can pilot these chunky-tire two-wheelers comfortably
on snow, slush and all the variable conditions in between.
Truckee-based outfitter Tahoe Mountain Guides (10095 W
River St., Truckee), offers group (two-person minimum) and
beginner tours for those who are eager to try the sport on
gentler stretches of North Tahoe’s vast, diverse trail system.
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Master the Mountain
Ever wondered how you would fare if you were airdropped into
the middle of the wilderness with nothing but the clothing on
your back? Tahoe Jack’s (various South Lake Tahoe locations)
wilderness survival courses are designed to connect city slickers
with their inner MacGyver and provide participants with the
necessary skills to build shelter, maintain body temperature,
forage for food, find safe water resources and outlast the elements sans society’s safety net. Sierra Survival School (various
locations) also teaches winter survival 101. In addition to the
vital life-preserving skills, attendees learn to identify native
plants and trees that can be used to brew hot teas and cobble
together a pair of snowshoes in the wilderness.

TAHOE JACK’S
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For many “early adopter” adrenaline junkies, the newly invented sport of snowkiting proves irresistible once they launch
skyward at Royal Gorge (9411 Pahatsi Road,
Soda Springs), the adventure destination
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Go Fly a Kite

near Sugar Bowl. Another option is Sierra
Snowkite Center (sierrasnowkite.com), which
offers seasoned skiers and snowboarders the
chance to harness the wind and elevate their
winter sport experience to new heights. Tyler
Brown, world champion snowkiter, is at the
reins, offering rentals, lessons and tips on
technique to explore the vast airborne terrain
of “endless powder turns with a twist.”

COURTESY OF TAHOE JACK’S (5); OPPOSITE PAGE FROM TOP: TREVOR CLARK; COURTESY OF NORTHSTAR CALIFORNIA RESORT; PREVIOUS SPREAD: JEFF ENGERBRETSON

CABLE CAR AT
SQUAW VALLEY
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Sledding, Tubing, Snowparks, Oh My!
What better way to spend your day than with the family as you all barrel down the slopes. Along with groomed
runs and tow-up lifts for tubing and sledding, many family friendly snow-play venues offer clubhouses with
all the cozy amenities. In South Lake Tahoe you can take your pick from a bevy of kid-welcoming options like
Hansen’s Resort Snow Tubing and Saucer Hill (1360 Ski Run Blvd), Echo Summit Adventure Mountain
Lake Tahoe (21200 Hwy 50), and Heavenly’s Adventure Peak (1001 Heavenly Village Way) play area. If
South Lake Tahoe’s most popular “free” snow park is more your speed, then trek to Spooner Summit and frolic
with the other folks who prefer to play in the wild. With a host of options, North Lake Tahoe is no slouch in
the snow smorgasbord department either. Some of the area’s most beloved tubing parks include Kingvale Tubing and Sledding Center (Kingvale Exit off Hwy 80, Soda Springs), Northstar Tubing Center (5001 Northstar
Drive, Truckee) and Squaw Valley’s SnoVentures Activity Zone (1960 Squaw Valley Road, Squaw Valley).
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Get a Bird’s Eye View
A chopper ride to unspoiled backcountry invites you to indulge in an unimpeded view of the
splendor of the Sierras from the skies. Reno Tahoe Helicopters (1901 Airport Road, South
Lake Tahoe) specializes in panoramic vistas. Owned and operated by personable Claudio Bellotto, a former Italian Air Force pilot, the lofty company offers more than an unobstructed
perspective from 8,000 feet above. Fearless flyers can practice their skills on aerial marksmanship courses, learn eye-in-the-sky photography and take flight-training lessons. Tempted
to make tracks on all that pristine powder you spotted from the cockpit? Stay tuned. Bellotto says the high-altitude outfit will offer heli-skiing from December of this year.
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HEAVENLY

NORTHSTAR
TUBING
CENTER
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Just Ski It!
When in doubt, hit the slopes! With an average of 400 inches of snowfall, aptly named Mammoth Mountain (10001 Minaret Rd, Mammoth
Lakes) is one of the first resorts to open each season. Sugar Bowl (629
Sugar Bowl Road, Norden, CA) is the closest and most easily accessible
ski resort to the Bay Area. Squaw Valley (1960 Squaw Valley Road,
Olympic Valley, CA) has merged with nearby Alpine Meadows (2600
Alpine Meadows Road, Alpine Meadows, CA), enabling skiers to enjoy
both mountains with one pass. Straddling the borders of California and
Nevada, Heavenly (3860 Saddle Road, South Lake Tahoe, CA) is the
largest ski resort in Tahoe, with 4,800 acres of ski terrain and 34 miles
of ski runs. Northstar (5001 Northstar Drive, Truckee) is a familyfriendly resort that is ideal for intermediate skiers. And with over 2300
acres of terrain from beginner runs to hair-raising cornices, Kirkwood
(1501 Kirkwood Meadows Drive, Kirkwood) is a crowd-pleaser.

RELAXED REVELERS

Alpine Astronomy
Take a moonlight snowshoe stroll along Chickadee Ridge near
Tahoe Meadows. Get a great view of the North Shore at night as
you enjoy stargazing under crystalline skies. Want a closer virtual
look at all those heavenly bodies? Take a field trip to Fleischmann
Planetarium (1664 N. Virginia St., Reno), where you can take in a
show or simply check out the imminently educational Exhibit Hall.
Like many of the best things in life, it’s free to the public.

9
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Angle For a Big One
Ready to explore an angler’s favorite departure from
the slopes? Try your hand at the time-honored tradition
of ice fishing. Many of the Tahoe area’s lakes freeze
over with several inches of ice and they are a great
introduction to the patience-required winter sport. The
best spots to toss a line in include Red Lake, Caples
Lake and Silver Lake on the South Shore, and Donner
Lake in Truckee. Teeming with Kokanee Salmon, Brown
and Rainbow Trout, these pristine waterways are perfect places to build up an appetite and hook your dinner. Tahoe Fly Fishing (2705 Lake Tahoe Blvd., South
Lake Tahoe) offers guided tours for winter anglers,
including a barbecue lunch.
October/November 2016
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Go For a Snowmobile Ride

RELAXED REVELERS

Cold Weather Quaffs
Sipping a glass of wine by a crackling fire is blissful after a day of skiing or snowboarding, so why not add to
your winter adventures by adding a tasting room visit
to your agenda? Petra’s Bistro & Wine Bar (6080
Minaret Road, Mammoth Lakes) offers cozy surroundings and wines worth savoring. To choose your own
wine adventure, head to The Pour House (10075
Jibboom St., Truckee) for their daily tasting series.
Discover new varietals and choose a bottle to bring
back to your cabin in the woods—or luxury resort.
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Cross Country Ski

Bypass Tahoe traffic and take a detour to the neighboring Royal
Gorge Resort (9411 Pahatsi Road, Soda Springs), where you’ll
find North America’s largest cross-country ski spot along with
snowkiting and other unique outdoorsy activities. The resort
boasts an extensive network of cross-country skiing trails over
9,172 acres of snow-clad wilderness
amidst the majestic Sierra Nevada
Mountain Range. Annual snowfall exceeds 600 inches, so gliding along horizontally is smooth sailing. Four trailside
cafes and 10 rejuvenating warming huts
are sprinkled throughout the track system to keep on-the-level adventurers
refreshed and ready to explore.
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Snowshoe Gastronomy
After the ski runs at Alpine Meadows close and the winter
moon rises, treat yourself to a brisk snowshoe tour that culminates in a well-earned dinner. Pad along pine-lined park
trails and work up an appetite en route to mid-mountain
eatery, The Chalet (2600 Alpine Meadows Road, Tahoe
City). The resort’s Snowshoe Dinners include a guided
moonlit snowshoe trek to the Swiss-style mountain lodge,
and an intimate, Alps-meets-California repast. Enjoy a cozy
setting where you’ll be served European-inspired dishes like
potato cheese soup, chicken cordon bleu and apple strudel.
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ZEPHYR COVE
SNOWMOBILE
CENTER
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Wind your way through towering pines and aspen groves, powder filled meadows and climb lake view ridges to scale the summits. This turbocharged take on
gliding through the snow adds a dose of high-octane adventure to backcountry
recreation. Fuel your need for speed as you revel in the thrill of snowmobiling
amid the breathtaking beauty of the mountains. Lake Tahoe Snowmobile Tours
(Hwy 267 Brockway Summit, Tahoe Vista) offers tours that cover over 100 miles of
trails, while Zephyr Cove Snowmobile Center (760 Hwy 50, South Lake Tahoe),
the largest snowmobile tour center in the United States, features a fleet of over
100 Ski-Doo snowmobiles. Ambitious riders learn the arts of snow-cross racing,
trail riding, freestyle, mountain climbing, boondocking, carving and ditchbanging.
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Join the Team
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Panting to partake into the dogsledding scene? Sled
behind a pack of eager huskies and take in the beauty
of the Sierras at top speed. The hardworking dogs are

swift, strong and bred to run. Connect with canines for
a scenic ride with Reno-based Sierra Adventures and
mush your way through the mountains. If you long to
explore the North Shore via pooch power, Wilderness
Adventures Dog Sled Tours has multiple Lake Tahoe
locations from which to kick off your adventure.

OLYMPIC ICE
PAVILION AT SQUAW
VALLEY

WILD WILLY’S
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Soak Up the Scenery

Twirl over to Yosemite’s outdoor skating rink and enjoy the freshly polished ice, warmth of the fire pit and ample supplies for making smores. Half Dome Village Ice Skating Rink (Half Dome Village, Yosemite National Park) is Yosemite’s family-friendly destination that boasts views of the imposing eponymous landmark as a backdrop to aspiring ice
acrobatic virtuosos. Accessed by aerial tram, Olympic Ice Pavilion at Squaw Valley (1960 Squaw Valley Road, Olympic Valley) is compact, but boasts winter fresh views of the valley and Lake Tahoe from a lofty 8,200 feet in elevation.
66 South Bay Accent
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Great Skates
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Everyone deserves a hot tub soak after a day on the slopes. In
the Sierras, there’s no need to book expensive spa treatments
or ritzy accommodations. The greater Lake Tahoe region is
pocketed with pristine places to lounge in a natural hot spring
beneath a canopy of stars. Follow the steam just South of Lake
Tahoe to the warm waters of the Sierras is at Grover Hot

NEVADA CITY

RELAXED REVELERS
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Hooked on History?
Dig into California Gold Rush history while strolling the streets
of Nevada City. The historic downtown corridor has changed
very little over the last 100 years, and visitors can treat themselves to handmade ice cream, local chocolates, local artisan
gifts as well as wine. Genoa, another Tahoe-adjacent small
town gem, is not pronounced like its Italian counterpart. It’s
Juh-NO-ah rather than JEN-o-wah. This tiny hamlet has a lot
of charms to entertain day-trippers; including western antique
stores, the Mormon Station historic monument and 1862 David Walley’s Hot Springs Resort (2001 Foothill Road, Genoa).
In the evening, hang with the locals at Nevada’s oldest thirst
emporium, the Genoa Bar (2282 Main St., Genoa).

Springs State Park (3415 Hot Springs Road, Markleeville,
CA) for a revitalizing dip. Or head just outside the High Sierra
town of Bridgeport, to start your amateur balneologist journey
(preferably in a four-wheel drive vehicle) at Travertine Hot
Springs, which boasts toasty temps of 105 degrees. Other
nearby bucolic bathing spots include Wild Willy’s and Hilltop
Springs. Not sure you want to rough it while getting your soak
on? Treat yourself to a day at local full-service spa. If you’re
settled in on Tahoe’s North Shore, take a 30-minute drive to
remote and scenic Sierraville, CA, where Sierra Hot Springs is
both a historic landmark (complete with a hotel) and geothermal treasure. Closer to South Shore, the nearly century old
Steamboat Hot Springs and Resort boasts hot mineral-water soaking tubs, which can be rented by the hour, plus health
treatments such as aromatherapy, massages, and facials.
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Get a Clue
Add the thrill of the hunt to
your Tahoe trip by trying
your hand at the global
sensation of geocaching. Let
your handheld GPS device
(aka your phone) be your
guide as you dig into hightech treasure troves in the
snow. Several resorts are
in on the game, including
Squaw Valley (1960 Squaw
Valley Road, Olympic Village) and Northstar (5001
Northstar Drive, Truckee),
but the truly hidden gems
are off the beaten path. Get
a head start by logging onto
Geocaching (geocaching.
com) before you commence
your quest.

SQUAW VALLEY
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BORGES SLEIGH RIDES

Sail Off Into the Sunset
Take a brisk winter cruise on Lake Tahoe aboard the MS Dixie II or Tahoe
Queen paddle wheelers. As the boats explore Emerald Bay, passengers
are treated to a glimpse of Vikingsholm, a castle perched on a fairy-tale
island. Created in 1929 by Lora Josephine Knight, the imposing edifice
has hosted legendary guests including Charles Lindbergh and Will Rogers. The tour’s enlightening narration explains, among other things, why
this lake is so extraordinarily blue: Its exceptionally deep, crystal-clear
water makes it a dazzling reflection of the
sky. Both the Tahoe Queen and M.S. Dixie II
depart from historic Zephyr Cove Marina
(760 U.S. Hwy 50, Zephyr Cove). Complimentary shuttle transportation is offered from
many Lake Tahoe locations.
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Paddle Power
Lake Tahoe is more than a breathtakingly
blue backdrop for mountain recreation.
The watery expanse is so vast that it never
freezes over, which makes the lake fair game
for crowd-dodging kayakers. For those who
brave bone-chilling winter temps, the payoff is heart-pumping paddling amid a serene,
snowcapped scene—sans summer boat traffic and novice wake boarders. Tahoe EcoSports (8612 N. Lake Blvd., Kings Beach)
operates both guided trips for beginners
and rental gear for experienced paddlers, so
come on in, the water’s a bit chilly.

THRILL SEEKERS

Climb a Cascade
Grab your crampons and take to the ice. Head to the Eastern Sierras, home to two of
the world’s premier ice climbing locales; June Lake and Lee Vining Canyon. A gateway
to Yosemite, Lee Vining Canyon contains California’s steepest, longest and most challenging frozen falls, while nearby June Lake is a great place for first-timers to break
the ice. Sierra Mountain Center (200 S. Main St., Bishop, CA) offers group courses
all winter and can also schedule a private lesson that fits your icy agenda.
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Curling: It’s Not Just For Canadians
Similar to lawn bowls, but played on ice, this sport burst onto the scene at the 1998 Winter
Olympics and has enjoyed a dedicated following—even with non-Canucks—ever since. Learn
to curl at the South Lake Tahoe Ice Arena (1176 Rufus Allen Blvd., South Lake Tahoe). Lake
Tahoe Epic Curling (tahoecurling.com) clinics instruct novices in the art of throwing and
sweeping the 42-pound stone. You don’t even have to BYOB—brooms are provided.
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LAKE TAHOE EPIC
CURLING AT SOUTH
LAKE TAHOE ICE ARENA

FROM TOP: MATT SMITH; COURTESY OF THE CITY OF SOUTH LAKE TAHOE ICE ARENA; OPPOSITE PAGE: JAMIE KINGHAM
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Dash Through the Snow
For a bit of yuletide infused nostalgia, hop on a jingle
bell-bedecked, horse-drawn sleigh. In Lake Tahoe,
book a ride with Borges Sleigh Rides (55 Hwy.
50, South Lake Tahoe) or Camp Richardson Corral
(Hwy. 89 North, South Lake Tahoe), and sip hot cocoa
or steaming cider as you skim across snowy meadows behind a team of majestic draft horses. For an
extended adventure, Yosemite Trails (7910 Jackson/
Big Sandy Road, Fish Camp) offers frosty fun for the
whole family. Steel runners glide over fresh snow
as you are whisked along historic Jackson Road to
Skidders Camp. A warm fire greets you, along with
marshmallows to toast and the enticing aroma of
“cowboy coffee.” n
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